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Details of Visit:

Author: Strident45
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 2 Oct 2014 7:00
Duration of Visit: 12 Hours
Amount Paid: 1000
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07467588263

The Premises:

Hadn't seen Paris for a little while so met up for a drink. However, I made Paris an offer, she
accepted and we were soon snuggled up in a cosy nearby hotel.

I won't mention the hotel name or location but the room was big, clean, very comfortable king bed
and large bathroom, with bathtub (very important for my ideal overnight with Paris)!

The Lady:

Stunning and so, so sexy! Petite and with perfect figure, upturned firm boobs, hard nipples and a
peach of a bum like you will have never seen before (unless you've seen Paris). Photos are good
but nowhere like the real thing. Paris is genuine early 20's.

The Story:

We got reacquainted in the bedroom then I popped out for a few minutes to get a few supplies -
overnight things plus a bottle of wine and bubbly bath salts from Lush.

Back to the room, quick cuddle then we both slipped into the nice big bath where we wallowed for a
while chatting, drinking cold wine and washing/massaging before adding the effervescent bath salts
- great fun, although I wonder what the maid thought of it!

After we dried each other it was into bed for the main event which involved lots of cuddling, oral
both ways, sex in a number of positions and a great climax for both of us!

I think there was a television in the room, but who needs a television when you have Paris.?

After that we were both quite tired so we tried to have an early night but ended up talking into the
earlier hours and, naturally, with that heavenly body lying next to me, it wasn't long before I was
hard again - Paris asked me if I wanted her to take care of it but I declined so that I could save it for
the morning.

Next thing it was morning and a repeat of the previous evening (but shower instead of bath)- how I
love morning sex (and evening sex, lunch time sex and afternoon sex!).

We had just about finished when there was a knock at the door and breakfast arrived - nothing
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better then breakfast in bed, except breakfast in bed with Paris!

Thanks Paris, that was awesome!

Highly recommended, trust me!
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